
1) A pet-adoption drive helped 800 animals �nd new homes. There were 1200 pets 

that the drive couldn’t �nd homes for. How many animals in all were put up for 

adoption at the event?

5) A toy-manufacturing unit produced 1,500 toys during the day shift. During the night

shift, the unit manufactured 650 more toys than it did during the day shift. How

many toys were produced during the night shift?
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Sarah bought a new piece of furniture using    1,700 from her savings account. 

If    1,100 remained in the account after the purchase, how much money was 

initially there?

A bakery receives a special order for 2,750 chocolate-chip cookies and 1,650 oatmeal

cookies. How many cookies in all should the bakery prepare to process the order?

A highly successful Texas marathon attracted 31,345 participants and 6,775 

volunteers. How many people are at the marathon in all?
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1) A pet-adoption drive helped 800 animals �nd new homes. There were 1200 pets 

that the drive couldn’t �nd homes for. How many animals in all were put up for 

adoption at the event?

5)

Answer Key

A toy-manufacturing unit produced 1,500 toys during the day shift. During the night

shift, the unit manufactured 650 more toys than it did during the day shift. How

many toys were produced during the night shift?
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Sarah bought a new piece of furniture using    1,700 from her savings account. 

If    1,100 remained in the account after the purchase, how much money was 

initially there?

A bakery receives a special order for 2,750 chocolate-chip cookies and 1,650 oatmeal

cookies. How many cookies in all should the bakery prepare to process the order?

4,400 cookies

2,150 toys

2,000 animals

38,120 people

A highly successful Texas marathon attracted 31,345 participants and 6,775 

volunteers. How many people are at the marathon in all?
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